Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Proteins play a key role in almost all biological processes; they are the basis of life. For example, they take part in maintaining the structural integrity of the cell, transport and storage of small molecules, catalysis, regulation, signaling, and the immune system. There are 20 different amino acids that form proteins in nature^[@CR1]^. The amino acids of a protein are connected in sequence with the carboxyl group of one amino acid forming a peptide bond with the amino group of the next amino acid. Protein structure is essential for the understanding of protein function. In order to recognize the protein functions of proteins at a molecular level, it is sometimes necessary to determine their 3D structure. Accurately and reliably predicting structures from protein sequences is one of the most challenging tasks in computational biology^[@CR2]^. Protein secondary structure prediction provides a significant first step toward tertiary structure prediction, as well as offering information about protein activity, relationships, and functions.

Protein secondary structure refers to the local conformation proteins' polypeptide backbone. There are two regular secondary structure states, α-helix (H) and β-strand (E), and one irregular secondary structure type, the coil region (C). Sander developed a secondary structure assignment method Dictionary of Secondary Structure of Proteins (DSSP)^[@CR3]^, which automatically assigns secondary structure into eight states (H, E, B, T, S, L, G, and I) according to hydrogen-bonding patterns. These eight states are often further simplified into three states of helix, sheet and coil. The most widely used convention is that helix is designated as G, H and I; sheet as B and E; and all other states are designated as a coils. Most commonly, the secondary structure prediction problem is formulated as follows: given a protein sequence with amino acids, predict whether each amino acid is in the α-helix (H), β-strand (E), or coil region (C). Protein secondary structure prediction is usually evaluated by Q3 accuracy, which measures the percentage of residues for three-state secondary structures to determine whether they have been predicted correctly.

Protein secondary structure prediction began in 1951 when Pauling and Corey predicted helical and sheet conformations for protein polypeptide backbones, even before the first protein structure was determined^[@CR2]^. Many statistical approaches and machine learning approaches have been developed to predict secondary structure. One of the first approaches for predicting protein secondary structure, uses a combination of statistical and heuristic rules^[@CR4],[@CR5]^. The GOR^[@CR6]^ method formalizes the secondary structure prediction problem within an information-theoretic framework. Position specific scoring matrix (PSSM)^[@CR7]^ based on PSIBLAST^[@CR8]^ reflects evolutionary information and has made the most significant improvements in protein secondary structure prediction. Many machine learning methods have been developed to predict protein secondary structure, and exhibit good performance by exploiting evolutionary information, as well as statistic information about amino acid subsequences^[@CR9]^. For example, many neural network (NN)^[@CR10]--[@CR14]^ methods, hidden Markov model (HMM)^[@CR15]--[@CR17]^, support vector machines (SVM)^[@CR18]--[@CR21]^, and K-nearest neighbors^[@CR22]^ have had substantial success, and Q3 accuracy has reached to 80%. The prediction accuracy has been continuously improved over the years, especially by using hybrid or ensemble methods and incorporating evolutionary information in the form of profiles extracted from alignments of multiple homologous sequences^[@CR23]^. Recently, several papers used deep learning networks^[@CR24]--[@CR28]^ to predict protein secondary structure and obtained good success. The highest Q3 accuracy without relying on structure templates is now at 82--84%^[@CR3]^. DeepCNF^[@CR27]^ is a deep learning extension of conditional neural fields (CNF), which integrates conditional random fields and shallow neural networks. The overall performance of DeepCNF is significantly better than other state-of-the-art methods, breaking the long-lasting \~80% accuracy. Recently SPIDER3 improved the prediction of protein secondary structure by capturing non-local interactions using long short-term memory bidirectional recurrent neural networks^[@CR29]^. In the paper^[@CR30]^, a new deep inception-inside-inception network, called MUFOLD-SS, was proposed for protein secondary structure prediction. SPIDER3 and MUFOLD-SS achieved better performance, compared to DeepCNF.

In this paper, we presented a data partition and semi-random subspace method (PSRSM) for protein secondary structure prediction. The first step was partitioning the protein training dataset into several subsets based on the lengths of proteins sequences. The second step was generating subspaces by the semi-random subspaces method, training base classifiers on the subspaces, and then combining them by majority vote rule on each subset. Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates our PSRSM experimental framework.Figure 1PSRSM framework. Training Data D is partitioned into k subsets D~1~, D~2~,..., D~i~, ... D~k~, and S~ij~ is the jth subspace data of subset D~i~; C~ij~ is a base classifier trained on S~ij~.

A key step of our method was to partition the training dataset into several subsets according to the length of the protein. The length of a protein sequence is the number of amino acids (AAs) in a protein sequence. Then we trained base classifiers in parallel on subspace data generated by using semi-random subspace method and combined them on each subset. In the conventional random subspace method, the low-dimensional subspaces are generated by random sampling of the original high-dimensional spaces. In order to get good performance of the ensemble, in this paper, we proposed a semi-random subspace method for protein secondary structure prediction. This method ensured that the base classifiers were as accurate and diverse as possible. We used support vector machines (SVMs) as the base classifier. Support vector machines are a popular machine learning method for classification, regression, and other learning tasks. Compared to other machine learning methods, SVM has the advantages of high performance, absence of local minima, and ability to deal with multidimensional datasets, in which with complex relationships exist among data elements. Support vector machines (SVMs) have had substantial success in protein secondary structure prediction.

Experimental results show that the overall performance of PSRSM was better than the current state-of-the-art methods.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Datasets {#Sec3}
--------

We used six publicly available datasets (1) ASTRAL^[@CR31]^, (2) CullPDB^[@CR32]^, (3) CASP10^[@CR33]^, (4) CASP11^[@CR34]^, (5) CASP12^[@CR35]^, (6) CB513^[@CR36]^, and (7) 25PDB^[@CR37]^ (8) a dataset T100 developed in-house. ASTRAL, ASTRAL + CullPDB, and T100 datasets are available from supplement files.

In this research, we combined the ASTRAL dataset and CullPDB dataset to be our training dataset, i.e., the ASTRAL + CullPDB dataset. The CullPDB dataset was selected based on the percentage identity cutoff of 25%, the resolution cutoff of 3 angstroms, and the R-factor cutoff of 0.25. There are 12,288 proteins in the CullPDB dataset. ASTRAL dataset had 6,892 proteins, with less than 25% sequence identity. Our training dataset ASTRAL + CullPDB had 15,696 proteins; we removed all duplicated proteins.

Publicly available datasets CASP10, CASP11, CASP12, CB513, and 25PDB were used to evaluate our method and compared using SPINE-X^[@CR38]^, JPRED^[@CR39]^, PSIPRED^[@CR40]^ and DeepCNF. 99 proteins of the CASP10 dataset, 81 proteins of the CASP11 dataset, and 19 proteins of the CASP12 dataset were selected according to the availability of crystal structure. The CB513 dataset has 513 protein sequences. Any two proteins of CB513 share less than 25% sequence identity with each other. The 25PDB dataset was selected with low sequence similarity of no more than 25%, and has 1673 proteins, consisting of 443 all-α, 443 all-β, 346 α/β and 441 α + β. Note that the number of proteins in these datasets may be different from those reported in other published papers because we only used the available online (<http://www.rcsb.org/>) or with the PSSM program.

In addition, we randomly downloaded 100 new proteins (T100) released after 1 January 2018 from <http://www.rcsb.org/>. The dataset (T100) contains 100 proteins with sequence lengths ranging from 18 to 1460. We used T100 to test PSRSM and deepCNF using our online servers and their online server RaptorX-Property which was ranked first in secondary structure prediction.

Because T100 dataset is released after 2018, there is no duplicated proteins with our training dataset. All our training datasets were collected before February 2017.

Performance measures {#Sec4}
--------------------

Several different measures can be used to measure the secondary structure prediction accuracy, the most common being Q3. The Q3 accuracy is defined as the percentage of residues for which the predicted secondary structures are correct, Q3 is calculated as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Q3=\frac{{N}_{H}+{N}_{E}+{N}_{C}}{N}\times 100,$$\end{document}$$where, N~H~, N~E~, and N~C~, are the number of correctly predicted secondary structures: helix, strand and coil, respectively. *N* is the total number of residues (amino acids).

We calculate the average accuracy of the whole test dataset and use average Q3 to evaluate the performance of our model on the test dataset, the average Q3 is defined as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\rm{Average}}\,{\rm{Q}}3=\frac{{\sum }_{{\rm{i}}=1}^{{\rm{n}}}{\rm{Q}}3({{\rm{X}}}_{{\rm{i}}})}{{\rm{n}}}$$\end{document}$$Where n is the number of protein sequences that has the valid predicted results in the test dataset, X~i~ denotes a protein sequence, and Q3(X~i~) is the Q3 accuracy of X~i~.

Performance {#Sec5}
-----------

We used Q3 accuracy to compare our PSRSM method with other state-of-the-art methods, SPINE-X, PSIPRED, JPRED, and DeepCNF, on four publicly available datasets **(**CASP10, CASP11, CASP12, and CB513). Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the Q3 accuracy of PSRSM and the other state-of-the-art methods on the four datasets. The experimental results show that PSRSM is significantly outperforming SPINE-X, PSIPRED, and JPRED. Moreover, PSRSM had 1--3% higher Q3 accuracy than DeepCNF. We also tested our method on 25PDB dataset with 1674 proteins, and Q3 accuracy is 86.38%.Table 1Q3 accuracy of the tested methods on CASP10, CASP11, CASP12, and CB513 datasets. (The results of SPINE-X, PSIPRED, JPRED, and DeepCNF are taken from the papers^[@CR2],[@CR27]^).MethodsQ3(%)CASP10CASP11CASP12CB513SPINE-X80.779.376.978.9PSIPRED81.280.778.079.2JPRED81.680.475.181.7DeepCNF84.484.782.182.3PSRSM85.5185.8985.5584.53

In addition, we compared our proposed method to DeepCNF using our online servers (<http://210.44.144.20:82/protein_PSRSM/default.aspx>) and their online server RaptorX-Property (<http://raptorx.uchicago.edu/StructurePropertyPred/predict/>) on T100 dataset. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} lists the Q3 accuracy of PSRSM and DeepCNF for each protein. The average Q3 accuracy of PSRSM was higher 2.5% than that of DeepCNF. In addition, we analyzed Q3 accuracy of predicted secondary structures in internal regions and at boundaries^[@CR2]^. Here, we defined a helical/sheet residue as internal if its two nearest neighboring residues were also helical/sheet residues; we defined it as a boundary if one or both of the nearest neighbors had a different secondary structural assignment. The overall Q3 accuracies of PSRSM and DeepCNF, respectively, were 89.89% and 85.68% in internal regions, and 75.33% and 73.30% at boundaries. We also compared our method with other state-of-the-art methods (SPIDER3, MUFOLD, PSIPRED and JPRED) using their online server on T100 dataset in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. The newly updated MUFOLD and SPIDER3 obtained 89.28% and 88.25% in internal regions, and 74.65% and 70.72% at boundaries. We can see that PSRSM was superior to current state-of-the-art methods not only in internal regions, but also at boundaries.Table 2Q3 accuracy of PSRSM and DeepCNF for each protein in the T100.Protein namePSRSM (Q3%)DeepCNF (Q3%)LengthProtein namePSRSM (Q3%)DeepCNF (Q3%)Length5K4W_A96.8885.673215Y5Z_A82.7080.455785MOI_A80.2768.612236B2N_A71.1087.072635MOJ_A89.2478.302236BT3_C85.0073.642205MOK_89.2477.582236F0E_A86.8680.453125NA1_A76.4779.664086F1T_G82.4580.853765O7K_A80.2186.46966F40_A75.7574.7914605QAN_A91.7778.602435GZJ_A85.2488.303595UB4_A83.9384.292805BK1_H93.2280.932365VSA_A86.6283.443145GZI_B84.6887.743596AOK_A85.7175.122175K4Y_A97.1986.563206FEL_A94.0789.832365LCP_B95.00---206F2L_A70.0785.533045LH4_A99.5587.442236F0Z_A80.1387.703175MB5_A88.1881.823306EM0_78.8385.205815MR9_A81.3771.571026EHH_A94.8985.801765NXG_A98.0583.272575QAE_A92.1879.842435O5I_A72.8390.22925QAK_A92.1879.842435V6F_A76.8176.811386AX2_A73.9182.61465WHI_A93.7990.061616AZ2_A91.7081.222295WXE_A60.7160.71286B5G_A94.3289.864936F1D_A94.8788.031176B7Z_A86.5485.099665KDB_A96.1886.013936BB5_A94.9684.891395KDY_A95.4286.263936BBQ_A76.7389.625205N2O_A88.5792.86706FD3_A80.6785.333005NEC_A84.4886.647416B3G_A87.8887.88995O3U_A91.9983.707245XXR_A87.1288.641325O6V_A70.3674.194965WVM_84.6880.165095OQZ_A77.78---185WCT_A63.6473.801875OYD_A89.3985.103965W30_A79.4479.441805UG6_A91.2887.251495MZV_B80.8180.811985UOE_A94.2486.779906F73_B62.0278.225745UOZ_A71.43---216BVC_A83.6281.921775V23_A78.5786.73985M3U_91.3583.174165VDF_A94.5287.67735BJZ_B97.2485.183985W92_A71.0778.681975LUH_A90.7479.262705WAT_A82.2286.363155MOP_90.1383.412235WOT_A93.4380.301985MR5_A80.3972.551025WOZ_A89.8692.031385NXP_A98.4583.332585WPX_A79.7878.65895XEE_A76.5377.55985XBK_A80.7781.014165YPK_A91.3283.882425M88_A89.7192.651365YQW_A87.4179.895325MNV_A89.1987.714075YWZ_A73.5580.172425MOS_A99.5587.442235Z0T_A94.0380.386375MVO_A70.4575.952916AX6_A79.1581.282355N1D_A90.3784.993536BGN_A98.3383.33605N1N_A88.9588.673536C2I_A74.2179.084115O5C_A82.0884.395196C8S_A88.1378.633795OQ1_A85.4081.021375WDD_A93.4591.071685ORK_B78.4185.513526AVD_A70.0080.00405OTY_A73.3977.493426FO0_N88.7587.284805URT_A71.43---21(If a protein sequence has more than 4000 or less than 26 amino acids, DeepCNF online server will report errors).Table 3PSRSM, DeepCNF, SPIDER3, MUFOLD,PSIPRED and JPRED average Q3 accuracies and Q3 accuracies in the internal regions, and at boundary regions of secondary structures on the T100.MethodQ3(average)Q3 (internal)Q3 (boundary)WebsiteDeepCNF82.7885.6873.30<http://raptorx.uchicago.edu/StructurePropertyPred/predict/>SPIDER382.4188.2570.72<http://sparks-lab.org/server/SPIDER3/>MUFOLD84.3589.2874.65<http://mufold.org/mufold-ss-angle/>PSIPRED76.3382.8463.06<http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/psipred/>JPRED74.4581.4260.25<http://www.compbio.dundee.ac.uk/jpred4/index.html>PSRSM85.0989.8975.33<http://210.44.144.20:82/protein_PSRSM/default.aspx>The DeepCNF method is available only to proteins with a length of \[26, 4000\], MUFOLD is \[30,700\], and JPRED is \[20,800\].

Discussion {#Sec6}
==========

Reason for partitioning training datasets according to protein length rather than randomly {#Sec7}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our training data was the ASTRAL+CullPDB dataset, which had 15,696 proteins, and 3,863,231 amino acids (AAs). Since training support vector machines on such a large dataset is a very slow process, the first step of our method was partitioning the training data into several different subsets and training SVMs in parallel. If we partitioned the training data randomly, it would just reduce the computation time, but not increase the prediction accuracy^[@CR41]^. The length of a protein sequence is the number of amino acids in a protein sequence. Protein length is an important feature of a protein because it influences protein structure. For example, the short sequence 'VVDALVR' formed 'EEEEEE' in six proteins: 1by5_A, 1qfg_A, 1qff_A, 1fcp_A, 1fi1_A, and 2fcp_A. Their lengths are 714, 725, 725, 705, 707, and 723 respectively. Meanwhile 'VVDALVR' formed 'HHHHHH' in one protein (3vtz_A), and its length was 269. This data can be downloaded at prodata.swmed.edu/chseq.^[@CR42]^. Identical amino acid sequence has different types of secondary structures in proteins of different lengths; this is because protein length can affect both local and long-range interactions of the protein. Based on the above considerations, we partitioned training datasets according to protein length to cluster proteins in the training data.

In order to validate the effectiveness of our data partitioning strategy, we conducted another experiment. We randomly generated a subset of the ASTRAL+CullPDB dataset randomly instead of according to protein length, and similarly trained SVM base classifiers on the subset. Then we combined them into an ensemble (Classifier_C). We compared Classifier_C with our PSRSM~1~, and Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} shows that the performance of PSRSM~1~ is quite similar to that of Classifier_C on CB513 dataset, but significantly better on subset with protein length L ∈ \[1, 100\]. The main difference between the two classifiers was the training set. All training proteins of PSRSM~1~ were short proteins, they had similar protein lengths, and all lengths belonged to interval \[1,100\]; conversely, the lengths of Classfier_C training data were randomly distributed.Table 4Comparison of classifier_C and PSRSM~1~ on CB513.Protein length LQ~3~(%)Training dataClassifier_CPSRSM~1~Classifier_CPSRSM~1~Number (protein)Number (amino acid)Number (protein)Number (amino acid)\[1,100\]75.4883.25176109962260161952(100,200\]78.1776.442553736900(200,300\]78.6075.831373407200(300,400\]75.9473.821053552900(400,500\]75.8172.07632781800L \> 50074.0171.23644227700all77.1677.578001880612260161952

Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} shows the performance of T100 dataset with different lengths based on 6 PSRSMs. 6 protein subsets with different lengths achieved the best performance 79.84%, 84.58%, 87.59%, 87.51%, 83.24%, and 83.93% respectively using their corresponding PSRSM.Table 5Q3 accuracy of each ensemble classifier on different proteins with different length in T100 dataset.PSRSM~1~PSRSM~2~PSRSM~3~PSRSM~4~PSRSM~5~PSRSM~6~\[1,100\]79.8463.1162.7563.4062.8964.13(100,200\]78.1984.5881.0278.9977.1878.16(200,300\]74.3978.1487.5978.9975.9575.15(300,400\]74.0075.6378.8087.5178.6277.64(400,500\]74.2376.6977.0980.8183.2477.06L \> 50073.5975.8775.6476.3077.1283.93

Training time analysis {#Sec8}
----------------------

Another advantage of our method is that the training time was short. Because our training data ASTRAL + CullPDB is a large dataset, it was very slow to train the SVM classifier. We failed to train the SVM classifier on ASTRAL + CullPDB using our server.

The computational complexity to train an SVM^[@CR43]^ is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$O(SVM)=O({N}_{S}^{3}+{N}_{S}^{2}N+{N}_{S}{N}_{f}N),$$\end{document}$$Where N~S~ is the number of support vectors, N~f~ is the feature dimension, and N is the size of the training set.

After data partitioning and sampling, the number of support vectors N~S~, feature dimension N~f~, and the size of the training set N are much smaller. Furthermore, since we trained our base classifiers in parallel, the running time was reduced.

Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} shows the training time on each subset of the ASTRAL + CullPDB. D~1~, D~2~, ..., D~5~ and D~6~ were subsets of ASTRAL + CullPDB (Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}). We failed to train the SVM classifier on the ASTRAL + CullPDB using our server. After data partitioning but before sampling we completed training of SVM classifiers on each subset; more time was required because D~3~ had more amino acids than other subsets. When we used PSRSM, the feature dimension was decreased, and the training time was reduced.Table 6Training time on each subset of the ASTRAL + CullPDB.SubsetNo samplingSampling (PSRSM)D~1~7 days1.5 daysD~2~30 days6 daysD~3~45 days8 daysD~4~40 days7 daysD~5~15 days3 daysD~6~35 days6.5 daysTable 7Subsets of training data ASTRAL + CullPDB.SubsetProtein length LNumber of proteinsNumber of amino acidsD~1~(0, 100\]2260161952D~2~(100, 200\]5256774167D~3~(200, 300\]3548877583D~4~(300, 400\]2382822913D~5~(400, 500\]1170519422D~6~(500, ∞)1058707309

Conclusion and Future Work {#Sec9}
==========================

In this paper we proposed a novel method, PSRSM, to predict protein secondary structure. The first step of our method was partitioning of the training set into several subsets based on protein length. In the second step, we generated *k* ensemble classifiers using the semi-random subspace method. If given a new query protein sequence, our method would select one, and only one, ensemble classifier from *k* ensemble classifiers according to length to predict the protein secondary structure. Experimental results showed that the overall performance of PSRSM was better than that of other current state-of-the-art methods. In particular, our method PSRSM is superior to other methods not only in internal regions, but also at boundaries.

Methods {#Sec10}
=======

Partitioning the training data {#Sec11}
------------------------------

We partitioned the training data into *k* different subsets according to the protein sequence length. Let X denote a protein sequence, and L denote the length of X. We set k−1 partition points of interval $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Let D denote the training data ASTRAL + CullPDB. Subsets D~1~, D~2~, ..., D~k−1~ and D~k~ are defined as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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and, D~1~, D~2~, ..., D~k−1~ and D~k~ satisfy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In our experiment, we set k = 6 and
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Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} shows the number of proteins and amino acids in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Training classifiers {#Sec12}
--------------------

We generated *t* random subspaces of r-dimension, and trained *t* SVM base classifiers on each subset *D*~*i*~ *t* feature subsets are used to train *t* base classifiers, and each subset had *r* features sampled from the 260-dimensional dataset.

Therefore we got k × t SVM base classifiers on *k* subsets, we denote these classifiers as a k × t matrix, where k is the number of subsets of the training data.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The publicly available LIBSVM^[@CR44]^ software was used to train SVM classifiers. There are several kernel functions, commonly used in SVM: "liner", "polynomial", and "radial basis". In this paper, we used the radial basis function (RBF) as kernel, the form is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Prediction {#Sec13}
----------

Given a new query protein sequence X, and protein sequence length L, our method selected one and only one ensemble classifier from *k* ensemble classifiers ({PSRSM~1~, PSRSM~2~, ..., PSRSM~k~}) according to the length L to predict the protein secondary structure of X. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For example, if a new query protein sequence X is a short protein and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Semi-Random Subspace Method (SRSM) {#Sec14}
----------------------------------

The random subspace method (RSM) is an ensemble construction technique. It was proposed by Ho in 1998^[@CR45]^. RSM randomly samples a set of low-dimensionality subspaces from the whole original high-dimensional features space, then constructs a classifier on each smaller subspace and finally applies a combination rule for the final decision.

We proposed a semi-random subspace method for protein secondary structure prediction. In our research, each protein sequence was represented by a 260 × L matrix. The *i*th column vector represents features of the *i*th amino acid residue. We generated *t* feature subsets to train *t* base classifiers. Each subset had *r* features sampled from the 260-dimensional dataset.

Because the original PSSM of the associated residue is an important feature for the base classifier, those 20 dimensions in a central location of 260-dimensional data are fixed for each sampling.
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Additionally, high diversity of base classifiers can make an ensemble with more accurate decisions; this is because different base classifiers make different errors on different patterns. The diversity of base classifiers is negatively correlated with the similarity of the training data. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The steps of the proposed semi-random subspace method are as follows.Generating semi- random subspacesLet $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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There are two parameters to be determined for the semi-random subspace method, i.e., the number of subspaces *t*, and dimension of subspaces *r*.

Since D~1~ was smaller than other subsets, the training time on D~1~ was shorter than on other subsets. Therefore we conducted a series of experiments on D~1~ to determine *t* and *r*. We fixed t = 12, because it requires t\*d to be divided by 120, it is easy to set d or *r*. Experimental results on the CB513 dataset showed that with increasing *r* the Q3 accuracy increased, but when *r* \> 160, the Q3 accuracy increased slowly(Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and the training time must be much longer. So we determine *r* = 160 as the dimension of subspaces in our experiment.Figure 2Relationship between Q3 accuracy and dimension of subspace.

Input features {#Sec15}
--------------

The PSSM of a protein sequence represents homolog information affiliated with its aligned sequences. We used the PSI-BLAST program to generate the PSSM data. PSI-BLAST used BLOSUM62 evolutionary matrix to search a reduced version of the NCBI's non-redundant (NR) database filtered at 90% sequence similarity, in order to find the variability of the residue within a multiple sequence alignment. PSI-BLAST parameters was set with threshold *h* = 0.001 and *j* = 3 iterations. The resulting PSSMs were a 20 × L matrix, where L is the protein length and 20 is the number of amino acid types.

A sliding window of consecutive amino acids was used to obtain residue sequence information and predict the secondary structure of the central residue. Each residue was encoded by a vector of dimension 20 × w, where w is the sliding window size and is an odd number. The window was shifted from residue to residue through the protein chain. In this paper, the sliding window length w was set to 13. To use the first and last six amino acids, we inserted six zeros before and behind each protein sequence. Therefore each protein sequence was represented by a 260 × L matrix, and the ith column vector represented the protein features associated with the ith residue.

Secondary structure assignment was done with the DSSP. DSSP program defines eight states for secondary structure (H, E, B, T, S, L, G, and I) that are reduced to three states (H, E, and C) by different predictive methods. We used the following reductions: H, G and I to helix (H); E and B to beta strands (E); all the rest to coil (C).

Availability {#Sec16}
------------

<http://210.44.144.20:82/protein_PSRSM/default.aspx>.
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